Abstract-Inspired by recent development of artificial satellite, remote sensing images have attracted extensive attention. Recently, noticeable progress has been made in scene classification and target detection. However, it is still not clear how to describe the remote sensing image content with accurate and concise sentences. In this paper, we investigate to describe the remote sensing images with accurate and flexible sentences. First, some annotated instructions are presented to better describe the remote sensing images considering the special characteristics of remote sensing images. Second, in order to exhaustively exploit the contents of remote sensing images, a large-scale aerial image dataset is constructed for remote sensing image caption. Finally, a comprehensive review is presented on the proposed dataset to fully advance the task of remote sensing caption. Extensive experiments on the proposed dataset demonstrate that the content of the remote sensing image can be completely described by generating language descriptions. The dataset is available at https://github.com/201528014227051/RSICD optimal Index Terms-remote sensing image, semantic understanding, image captioning.
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH the development of remote sensing technology, remote sensing images have become available and attracted extensive attention in numerous applications [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] . However, the studies of the remote sensing images are still concentrate on scene classification [5] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , object recognition [20] , [21] and segmentation [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] . These works only recognize the objects in the images or get the class labels of the images, but ignore the attributes of the objects and the relation between each object [26] . To present semantic information of the remote sensing image, remote sensing image captioning aims to generate comprehensive sentences that summarize the image content in a semantic level [26] . This concise description of the remote sensing scene plays a vital role in numerous fields, such as image retrieval [27] , scene classification [9] , and military intelligence generation [28] .
Image captioning is a difficult but fundamental problem in artificial intelligence. In the past few decades, many methods have been designed for natural image captioning [29] , [30] [31], [32] , [33] , [34] . For natural image captioning, image representation and sentence generation are two aspects that the conventional methods is concentrated on. For image representation, deep convolutional representation has conquered the handcrafted representation. As for sentence generation, the studies has developed from traditional retrieved-based method to Recurrent Neural Network (RNN).
To better describe the image content, many image representations, including static global representations and dynamic region representations, are considered. The global representations compress the whole image into a static representation [29] , while the dynamic region representations dynamically analyze the image content based on multiple visual regions [32] . To decode the image representations into natural language sentences, several methods have been proposed for generating image descriptions [29] , [32] , [33] , [34] , such as Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), Long-Short Term Memory networks (LSTM), retrieve based method and object detection based method. All these methods have shown promising potentials in describing the images with concise sentences.
Although the aforementioned methods have achieved success in natural image captioning [35] , [36] , [37] , [32] , they may be inappropriate for the remote sensing image captioning. Specially, the remote sensing image captioning is more complex than the natural image captioning [26] , [28] , and the semantics in remote sensing image become much ambiguous from the "view of God". For example, the remote sensing images are captured from airplanes or satellites, making the image contents complicated for ordinary people to describe.
Recently, some researchers have studied the remote sensing image caption and generated the sentences from the remote sensing image [26] , [28] . Qu et al. [26] firstly proposed a deep multimodal neural network model for semantic understanding of the high resolution remote sensing images. Shi et al. [28] proposed a remote sensing image captioning framework by leveraging the techniques of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). Both methods used CNN to represent the image and generated the corresponding sentences from the trained model ( recurrent neural networks in [26] and pre-defined templates in [28] ). However, the generated sentences in both methods are simple, which cannot describe the complex content in remote sensing images as detailed as possible. Furthermore, the evaluations of remote sensing captioning are typically conducted on small datasets with a low diversity. The limited datasets are insufficient to approximate the remote sensing applications.
In this paper, we investigate to describe the remote sensing images with accurate and flexible sentences. Firstly, some special characteristics should be considered while annotating the sentences in remote sensing captioning: 1) Scale Ambiguity. The ground objects in remote sensing images may present different semantics under different scales. 2) Category Ambiguity. There are many categories in some regions of remote sensing images. It is hard to describe the fused regions with a single category label. 3) Rotation Ambiguity. The remote sensing image can be viewed from different rotations, since it is took from the "view of God" without a fixed direction.
Then, a large-scale aerial image dataset is constructed for remote sensing caption. In this dataset, more than ten thousands remote sensing images are collected from Google Earth [3] , Baidu Map, MapABC, Tianditu. The images are fixed to 224×224 pixels with various resolutions. The total number of remote sensing images are 10921, with five sentences descriptions per image. To the best of our knowledge, this dataset is the largest dataset for remote sensing captioning. The sample images in the dataset are with high intra-class diversity and low inter-class dissimilarity. Thus, this dataset provides the researchers a data resource to advance the task of remote sensing captioning.
Finally, a comprehensive review is presented on the proposed benchmark dataset (named as RSICD). Our dataset is publicly available in BaiduPan  1 , Github  2 and Google Drive   3 . In this paper, we focus on the encoder-decoder frameworks which are analogous to translating an image to a sentence [30] . To fully advance the task of remote sensing captioning, the representative encoder-decoder frameworks [30] are evaluated with various experimental protocols on the new dataset. In summary, the main contributions of this paper contains three aspects:
• To better describe the remote sensing images, some special characteristics are considered: scale ambiguity, category ambiguity and rotation ambiguity.
• A large-scale benchmark dataset of remote sensing images is presented to advance the task of remote sensing image captioning.
• We present a comprehensive review of popular caption methods on our dataset, and evaluate various image representations and sentence generations methods using handcrafted features and deep feature. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we review the related work of image captioning. The details of RSICD dataset are described in Section III. Then, we provide the description of encoder-decoder methods for benchmark evaluation in Section IV. In Section V, the evaluation of baseline methods under different experimental settings are given. Finally, we summarize the conclusions of the paper in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
This section comprehensively reviews the existing image captioning including natural image captioning and remote sensing image captioning. Then the differences between natural image and remote sensing image are discussed. The difficulty of describing a remote sensing image and remote sensing image caption problem are presented at last.
A. Natural image captioning
Natural image captioning, which generates a sentence to describe a natural image, has been studied in computer vision for several years [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] , [34] . The methods of the natural image captioning can be divided to three categories, including retrieved-based method, object detection based method and encoder-decoder method.
The retrieved-based method generated sentences based on the retrieval result [32] . These methods search for similar images with the query image firstly, and then generate sentences based on the sentences which describe same kind images in datasets. In this case, the grammatical structure of the generated sentences is very poor, sometimes even unreadable. This is because the quality of generated sentences is closely dependent on the result of image retrieval. The retrieved result would be embarrassed when the content of the image is very different from the pictures in the database which are retrieved.
The second kind of method is based on object detection [33] , [34] . Object detection based methods detect the objects in an image and then model the relation between the detected objects. The sentence is generated lastly by a sentence generating model using the information describing the relations of objects in image. The performance of the relation model is vital to the generated sentence. And the result of the object detection also has tremendous influence on the finally generated sentences.
The encoder-decoder methods [29] , [30] , [31] complete the task in an end-to-end manner. These methods encoded an image to a vector firstly, and then utilized a model to decode the vector to a sentence. The deep neural models, usually using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to extract features of images and then using language generating models such as Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and a special RNN called Long-Short Term Memory networks (LSTM), have made a great progress in natural image captioning.
The encoder-decoder methods can generate promising sentences to describe the natural images. Inspired by recent advances in computer vision and machine translation [38] , a deep model [39] is proposed to maximize the likelihood of the target description sentence given the training image. Karpathy et al. [29] presented a Multimodal Recurrent Neural Network architecture to generate concise descriptions of image regions. The Multimodal Recurrent Neural Network architecture is a novel combination of three networks, including convolutional neural networks to extract image feature, bidirectional recurrent neural networks to represent sentences, and a structured objective embedding the image feature and sentence representation. Xu et al. [30] proposed a caption generation method using two kinds of attention mechanisms to decide "where" or "what" to look in an image. Johnson et al. [31] introduced a caption task, which asked computer vision system to localize and describe outburst regions of a image using natural language. To further complete the task, Johnson et al. [31] proposed a Fully Convolutional Localization Network (FCLN) architecture that can localize and describe regions of an image at the same time. Yang et al. [40] proposed a novel encoder-decoder framework, called review network. It mimics a machine translation system, which translate the source language sentence into the target language sentence, take place the former sentence with image. Meanwhile, the review network also takes attention mechanism into consideration, by introducing attentive input reviewer and attentive output reviewer.
B. Remote sensing image captioning
Although many methods have been proposed for natural image captioning, only few studies on remote sensing image captioning can be focused [28] . This is because there is not an accredited dataset like Common Objects in Context (COCO) dataset in natural image datasets. Qu et al. [26] firstly proposed a deep multimodal neural network model to generate sentences for the high resolution remote sensing images. Shi et al. [28] proposed a remote sensing image captioning framework by leveraging the techniques of deep learning and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). However, the generated sentences of both methods are simple, which cannot describe the special characteristics in remote sensing images as detailed as possible. The special characteristics of remote sensing images are as follows:
• The regions in remote sensing scene may cover many land cover categories. For example, green plants are the main things we can see in remote sensing image. And the green plants include green grass, green crops, and green trees, which are difficult to distinguish one from another.
• The objects in remote sensing images are different from those of natural images. Because there is no focus like that of natural pictures, we need to describe all the important things in a remote sensing image.
• The objects in remote sensing exhibit rotation and translation variations. For a natural image, a building is usually from bottom to up and a person often stand on ground with their feet, hardly can we see a person with his head on the ground and his feet up to the sky. For remote sensing images, while, there is no difference between up and down, left and right. This is because it is hard for us to get the information how a remote sensing image be captured in most conditions. In this case, the information of the direction generated from a given remote sensing image is not clear.
Considered the above characteristics, a large-scale remote sensing captioning dataset is presented including more than ten thousands remote sensing images.
III. DATASET FOR REMOTE SENSING IMAGE CAPTIONING
In this section, we first reviews the existed remote sensing image captioning dataset, and then described the proposed Remote Sensing Image Captioning Dataset (RSICD).
A. Existing datasets for remote sensing image captioning 1) UCM-captions dataset: This dataset is proposed in [26] , which is based on the UC Merced Land Use Dataset [41] . It contains 21 classes land use image, including agricultural, airplane, baseball diamond, beach, buildings, chaparral, dense residential, forest, freeway, golf course, harbor, intersection, medium residential, mobile home park, overpass, parking lot, river, runway, sparse residential, storage tanks and tennis court, with 100 images for each class. Every image is 256×256 pixels. The pixel resolution of these images is 0.3048m. The images in UC Merced Land Use Dataset were manually extracted from many large images from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) National Map Urban Area Imagery. Based on [26] , five different sentences were exploited to describe every image. The diversity of five coherent sentences for one image are totally different, but the sentence difference between images of the same class is very small.
2) Sydney-captions dataset: This dataset is also provided by [26] , which is based on the Sydney Data Set [42] . The 18000×14000 pixels large image of Sydney, Australia, was got from Google Earth. The pixel resolution of the image is 0.5m. It contains seven classes after cropping and selecting, including residential, airport, meadow, rivers, ocean, industrial, and runway. Similar with UCM-captions dataset, five different sentences were given to describe every image [26] . To describe a remote sensing image exhaustively, we should pay attention to the different attention of different people to an image and different sentence patterns. Both datasets, including UCM-captions and Sydney-captions, only focus on the latter problem, but the first problem should also be considered.
3) A untitled dataset: In [28] , a untitled and undisclosed dataset about remote sensing image captioning is proposed. However, the sentences in [28] are more like a fixed semantic modal added on multi-objects detection. The sentences of this dataset are just like "this image shows an urban area", "this image consists of some land structures", "there is one large airplane in this picture" and so on. These sentences are lack of flexibility and diversity.
B. RSICD: A new Dataset for Remote Sensing Image Captioning
To advance the state-of-the-art performances in remote sensing image captioning, we construct a new remote sensing image captioning dataset, named RSICD, for remote sensing image captioning task. According to the variable scales and rotation invariant of remote sensing images, some instructions are provided to annotate RSICD dataset with comprehensive sentences. As the images are captured from the airplane or satellite, there is no concept of direction, such as up, down, left, right, instead, we use 'near' and 'next to' to replace. In the course of formulating instructions, we take the work of natural image captioning [35] , [36] , [37] as a reference. All the captions of RSICD are generated by volunteers with annotation experience and related knowledge of remote sensing field. We give five sentences to every remote sensing image.
To prove the diversity, we let every volunteer to provide one or two sentences for a remote sensing image. And there are some annotated instructions as follows.
• Describe all the important parts of the remote sensing image.
• Do not start the sentences with "There is" when there are more than one object in an image.
• Do not use the vague concept of words like large, tall, many, in the absence of contrast.
• Do not use direction nouns, such as north, south, east and west.
• The sentences should contain at least six words. The total number of sentences in RSICD is 24333, and the total words of these sentences are 3323. The detailed information on the annotations is as follows: 724 images are described by five different sentences, 1495 images are described by four different sentences, 2182 images are described by three different sentences, 1667 images are described by two different sentences and 4853 are described by one sentence. In order to make the sentences richer, we extended the sentences to 54605 sentences by duplicating randomly the existing sentences when there are not five different sentences to describe the same image.
Some example sentences of images are shown in Figure 1 . The detailed information of the dataset is shown in Table I , and the object classes in the proposed dataset are determined by experts in remote sensing field. The relations of objects in showed images can be listed in "near", "in two rows", "in", "on", "surrounded by", "in two sides of".
IV. REMOTE SENSING IMAGE CAPTIONING
We present the outline of encoder-decoder (encoding an image to a vector, then decoding the vector to a sentence) for remote sensing image captioning task in Figure 2 . First, we present remote sensing image representation methods (encoder). Then, the sentences generating models are introduced (decoder).
A. Multimodal method
The first method [26] utilizes a deep multimodal neural network to generate a coherent sentence for a remote sensing image. We introduce the method in three parts: representing remote sensing image, representing sentences and sentences generation.
1) Representing remote sensing images: To represent the remote sensing images, the existing image representation can be classified into two groups: handcrafted feature methods and learned feature methods. The handcrafted feature methods first extract the handcrafted features from each image and then obtain image representation by feature encoding techniques such as Bag Of Words (BOW) [43] , Fisher Vector (FV) [44] and Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) [45] . The learned deep feature methods can automatically learn the image representation from the training data via machine learning algorithms.
The performance of handcrafted feature methods strongly relies on the extraction of handcrafted local features and feature encoding methods. Lowe et al. [46] proposed a method to extract Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) features which are invariant to image scale change and rotation. BOW [43] represented a given image with the frequencies of local visual words, while FV [44] uses gaussian mixture model to encode the handcrafted local features. The VLAD [45] concatenates the accumulation of the difference of the local feature vector and its cluster center vector.
Compared with the handcrafted features, deep features in computer vision have become more and more popular. The features extracted by CNNs have made great progress in many applications during the past several years [47] , [48] , [49] , [50] , [51] . We use fully connected layers of several CNNs, including AlexNet [47] , VGGNet [50] , GoogLeNet [51] , pre-trained on ImageNet dataset, to extract features of remote sensing images. where I is a remote sensing image, e 0 is the feature of the remote sensing image whose dimension is notated u, and f F R is the feature representations process which the feature can be handcrafted feature or deep feature.
2) Representing sentences: In the first method, every word in a sentence is represented by a one-hot K dimension word vector w i , where K is the size of the vocabulary. Then the word vector is projected to an embedding space by the embedding matrix E s . E s is a h × K matrix, where h is the dimension of embedding space. Sentence y is encoded as a sequence of h dimension projected word vectors [52] :
where L is the length of the sentence.
3) Sentences Generation: In this subsection, a special Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), called Long Short-Term Memory networks (LSTM), is exploited to generate the sentences. This is because Long Short-Term Memory networks is more complicated than original recurrent neural networks.
Sentence generating process is more like a "human", which means that the human thoughts have persistence, and the next word can be predicted according to previous words to some extent. The Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [53] satisfy this property with loops allowing information to persist.
The structure of RNNs is shown in Figure 3 . As shown in Figure 3 , some input x t , go through a neural network, A, and output a value h t (the range of t is from 1 to N ), where the t is the state of RNNs. The information contained by the input is passed from one step to the next. The previous information contained by the state of RNNs can be passed to the present state is the main superiority of RNNs. But in some cases, the information that present task needs is far away from the current state. The problem of this long-term dependencies cannot be well solved with RNNs [54] .
To address the aforementioned problem, Long Short-Term Memory networks (LSTM) is proposed in [55] to handle this long-term dependencies problem. LSTM is designed to address the long-dependency problem by using gates to control the information passed through the networks. The structure of LSTM is shown in Figure 4 . The first step of LSTM is using a forget gate to decide what information to throw away. Then, an input gate decides the values we will update, and a tanh layer is used to generate candidate values that could be added to the state of networks. The output is the cell state filtered by an output gate.
The process of sentence generating is considered as a problem that maximizing the correct sentence generating probability conditioned on the given image information.
At training stage, the feature of the remote sensing image I can be obtained by CNNs. Then the image feature and the corresponding sentences are fed into RNN or LSTM to train a model to predict word one by one given the image. The procedure of the training can be represented by the following formulations:
where e 0 is the feature of remote sensing image, E n ∈ R h×h , E m ∈ R h×u , E o ∈ R (K+1)×h are learnable parameters. The feature is imported only when t = 1 and the range of t is from 1 to N . g(·) represents the process of the RNN or LSTM. h t is the output of state t whose dimension is h. w t means the corresponding words in the sentence y, and w 1 and w N are special token representing the START and END vector respectively. The final output E o h t (including the END token, so the output dimension is K + 1) goes through a softmax function 5 to get the probability of the next word p(w t+1 ) ∈ R K+1 . And the best parameters of the the proposed model can be obtained at training stage by minimizing the following loss function:
At sentence generating stage, the feature of remote sensing image is fed into the model to generate word one by one forming a sentence.
B. Attention based method
The second method is an attention based model proposed in [39] . Two kinds of attention based manners are introduced including a deterministic manner and a stochastic manner. The deterministic manner uses standard backpropagation techniques to train the model, while the stochastic manner trains the model by maximizing a lower bound. In order to look different parts of an image, attention based method uses a different image representing method which is introduced as follows.
1) Representing remote sensing images: The features of lower convolution layers of CNNs represent the local feature compared with the fully connected layer [56] . In order to obtain the correspondence between the original remote sensing image and the feature vectors, the features of convolution layers are extracted in this method. For each remote sensing image, M vectors are extracted and the dimension of each vector corresponding to a part of the remote sensing image is
where a is called annotation vector contain a set of feature vectors.
2) Representing sentences: In the attention based method, a sentence y is encoded as a sequence of 1-of-K encoded words:
where K is the size of the vocabulary and L is the length of the sentence.
3) Sentences Generation: The key idea of attention based methods is to exploit the information of former state to decide "where to look" in this state, and then the next word is predicted based on this information. The method of generating sentences in this subsection is LSTM. The deterministic method, named as "soft" attention, gives a weight to different parts of an image according to the information of former state to decide "where to look". The stochastic method, named as "hard" attention, uses a sampling strategy to look different parts of an image, then uses reinforcement learning to get an overall better result.
In order to generate sentences using LSTM, the inputs of LSTM in the second method are y t−1 andẑ t unlike in the first method which instead are e 0 and w t .ẑ t is called context vector which is computed by different attention manners from the annotation vectors a i .
The initial states of LSTM are predicted by an average of annotation vectors imported through two separate Multi-layer Perceptron (MLPs):
In the attention based method, a deep output layer is used to compute output word probability given the context vector, LSTM state and previous word:
where
, and an embedding matrix E are parameters initialized randomly.
V. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate two methods mentioned before: multimodal method and attention based method. The feature used for multimodal method including deep CNNs representations (models are pre-trained on ImageNet dataset) and handcrafted representations such as SIFT, BOW, FV and VLAD. The datesets used in this section are introduced in Section III. Firstly, we introduce the metrics of remote sense image captioning. Secondly, we present the result of multimodal method. Then, the result of attention based method is given. Finally, experimental analysis is present to show that our dataset is more scientific than others.
The experimental setup in this section: the word embedding dimension and hidden state dimension of RNN are respectively set to 256 and 256 for multimodal method, and the learning rate of multimodal method is 0.0001. The word embedding dimension and hidden state dimension of LSTM are respectively set to 512 and 512 for attention based method, and the learning rate of attention based method is 0.0001.
A. Metrics of remote sensing image captioning
The metrics used in this paper including BLEU [57] , ROUGE L [58] , METEOR [59] , CIDEr [60] . BLEU measures the co-occurrences of n-gram between the generated sentence and the reference sentence, where n-gram is a set of one or more ordered words. n in this paper is 1, 2, 3 and 4. ROUGE L is a metric calculating F-measure given the length of the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS). Unlike n-gram, the calculation of LCS includes the situation that there are other words between the n-gram. METEOR is computed by generating an alignment between the reference sentence and generated sentence. CIDEr measures the consensus by adding a Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) weighting for every n-gram. The CIDEr metric has more reference value compared with BLEU, ROUGE L, METEOR [60] .
The range of the bleu1, bleu2, bleu3, bleu4, METEOR and ROUGE L is between 0 and 1. And the closer to 1 the metrics are, the more likely the generated sentence is to the reference sentences in dataset. The range of CIDEr in tables II, III, IV, VI, VII, VIII, IX, X is between 0 and 5. The bigger the CIDEr is, the better the generated sentences are.
Except for objective metrics mentioned above, subjective metrics are also given to better understand the quality of generated sentences and the generalization capabilities of models trained on different datasets in Section V-D2.
B. The results of multimodal method
In this subsection, we evaluate multimodal method based on different kinds of features with randomly 80% for training, 10% for validation and 10% for test on UCM-captions dataset [26] , Sydney-captions [26] datasets and our dataset RSICD. We firstly test four handcrafted representations for captioning, and then use the different CNNs.
1) Results based on handcrafted representations: To evaluate the generated sentences based on handcrafted representations, four handcrafted representations are conducted including SIFT, BOW, FV and VLAD. Each remote sensing image sized 224×224 is segmented evenly to sixteen patches sized 56×56. For each patch, a SIFT feature is obtained by Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of the origin SIFT features. Finally, sixteen SIFT features are concatenated into a vector to represent the image. Other handcrafted representations are based on SIFT. For BOW representation, the dictionary size is 1000. Tables II-IV illustrate that the result of LSTM is better than that of RNN on UCM-captions dataset and RSICD dataset. Since the LSTM solves the long-term dependencies problem of RNNs, the sentence generated by LSTM can better depict a remote sensing image than the one generated by RNNs [55] . For all four handcrafted representations, VLAD performs the best on UCM-captions dataset and RSICD dataset. The result of LSTM on Sydney-captions is not as good as RNN. But according to [61] , LSTM should outperform RNN. This is perhaps caused by the imbalance of Sydney-captions and the further analysis is presented in Section V-D1.
2) Results based on different CNNs: In order to evaluate the generated sentences based on CNNs features, the experiments based on CNNs features are conducted in this subsection. The experiments of different CNNs features on dataset UCMcaptions and Sydney-captions have been done in [26] , and the result on our dataset RSICD is shown in Table VI. The result shows that all the CNNs features are better than handcrafted features. All the CNNs features get almost the same result. In CNNs features, AlexNet gets the best result on ROUGE L and CIDEr and VGG19 gets the best result on other objective metrics with a little superiority than others. This means that representation of CNNs features are powerful for remote sensing image captioning task.
3) Results of different training ratios: In order to study the influence of the ratio of training images to the caption result, We use 10% images of dataset for validation, and change the ratio of training and testing images to observe the result based on VGG16 CNNs features. The results of different sentence generating methods based on different datasets are shown in Figure 5 . The abscissa represents the proportion of training samples, and the ordinate is the corresponding result. The different metrics are shown in different colors and shapes. As shown in Figure 5 , the results of all metrics are getting higher following the increasement of the training ratio on UCM-captions dataset [3] . But as for Sydney-captions dataset in Figures 5 (b) and 5 (e) , the metrics increase at first and then keep an almost stable result. This is caused by the imbalanced of the Sydney-captions dataset. As aforementioned, the most generated sentences on Sydney-captions dataset are related to "residential area". From Figures 5 (c) and 5 (f), we can find that the performance is getting better following the increase of the training ratio on RSICD firstly. Then a fluctuation occurs when the training ratio is between 60% to 80%. The occurrence of this fluctuation is because the some sentences in RSICD are obtained by duplicating the existing sentences. In order to evaluate the reference sentences of RSICD, the most reliable metric CIDEr is used. As shown in Figure 6 , the trend of the CIDEr of reference sentences is the same as the trend in Figures 5 (c) and 5 (f) .
C. The results of attention based method
In this subsection, the results of attention based method are discussed.
1) Results based on different CNNs:
In order to evaluate the attention based method based on different CNNs, experiments are conducted below. Since the attention based method is based on the convolutional feature of CNNs, the features used in attention based method are all convolutional features extracted by different CNN models. Specifically, for VGG16, the feature maps of conv5 3 sized 14×14×512 are used; for VGG19, the feature maps of conv5 4 sized 14×14×512 are used; for AlexNet, the feature maps of conv5 sized 13×13×256 are used; for GoogLeNet, the feature maps of inception 4c/3×3 sized 14×14×512 are used. The results of convolutional features extracted by different models are shown in Tables VII-IX. We can see that the results of "hard" attention mechanism are better than results of "soft" attention mechanism in most conditions. The "hard" attention mechanism based on the convolutional features extracted by GoogLeNet gets the best result on UCM-captions dataset and RSICD dataset. But for Sydney-captions dataset, the result of "soft" attention mechanism based on the convolutional feature extracted by VGG16 gets the best result.
2) Results of different training ratios: To evaluate the influence of different training ratios, the training ratio is changed to get different results. The results of attention based "hard" method of different training ratios are shown in Figure 7 . It can be found that the metrics firstly increase and then keep an almost stable result. Features extracted from convolutional layer of AlexNet can represent exhaustive content of remote sensing images. As shown in Figure 7 , the metrics almost keep stable when the training ratio is more than 20%. This is because the representation capability of AlexNet for remote sensing image captioning task is powerful. Figure 8 shows some remote sensing image captioning results. Most of the sentences generated describe the image accurately. Some wrong places are shown in red color. In fact, the wrong places of generated sentences are related to the images. For example, the shape of many buildings in the second image of the second row in Figure 8 is like a railway station. The other reason of wrong places of generated sentences is the high co-occurrences of two words in dataset. For example, the "trees" and "buildings" are high frequency co-occurrences words in dataset, so the generated sentence of the third image of the second row in Figure 8 includes "buildings" even though there is no building in the image.
D. Experimental analysis
To further validate the proposed dataset, two sets of experiments are conducted in this subsection. The imbalance of Sydney-captions datasets is analyzed firstly. Then, human subjective evaluation is performed to compare the generalization capabilities of models trained on different datasets.
1) The imbalance of Sydney-captions: To verify the influence of unbalance of different kinds image numbers, we present the result of FV using different numbers of cluster center as the results of the FV is related to the number of cluster centers to construct a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). The relations between the metrics with number of cluster centers of FV are shown in Figs. 9, 10, 11 and 12. As shown in Figs. 9 and 12, the metrics almost decrease with the increase of the number of center centers of FV. From the result of multimodal method based on FV of Sydney-captions dataset in Figure 10 , it can be seen that the change of the metrics scores is not significantly related to cluster center numbers when the number of cluster centers are in the range of 1 to 10. We look through the generated sentences and find that almost all the generated sentences are related to "residential area". After considering the imbalanced of the dataset, as shown in Table V , the reason is the imbalance of data between different classes of images. The number of residential images is reduced to 50, including 40 for training, 5 for validation and 5 for test, with other classes unchanged. The result of the experiment is shown in Figure 11 . The generated sentences on balanced Sydney-captions dataset get diversity, which means the imbalance of dataset has a bad influence on the metrics scores of generated sentences. Hence we consider the balance factor when constructing dataset RSICD.
2) Generalization capabilities: To clarify the generalization capabilities of models trained on different datasets, we illustrate the performance in Table X . For simplicity, the metrics shown in Table X are METEOR and CIDEr. UCM model represents the model trained on UCM-captions datasets. From Table X , it can be found that the generalization capabilities of the model trained on RSICD is better than model trained on UCM-captions dataset evaluated on the test images of Sydney-captions dataset. And the generalization capabilities of the model trained on UCM-captions dataset is better than model trained on Sydney-captions dataset evaluated on the test images of RSICD. Compared with the result of model trained on corresponding dataset, the models trained on other dataset suffers a rapid decline in metrics. From Table X, the Many planes are parked near several terminals in an airport with parking lots and runways.
A piece of green ocean is near yellow beach and many green trees.
A bridge is on a river with some green trees in two sides of it.
Many buildings and some green trees are in a commercial area .
Many buildings and some green trees are in two sides of a railway station.
A playground with a football field in it is surrounded by some green trees and buildings. of UCM-captions dataset. However, metrics used in Table  X are objective reference methods to evaluate the quality of generated sentences. It is unfair to utilize the objective metrics to judge the generalization capabilities of different model, since the metrics are computed by comparing the generated sentences with the reference sentences in datasets. When computing the objective metrics, the sentences generated by model trained on RSICD and sentences of test images from other datasets are used to calculate. But subjective evaluation criterion can give a far better evaluation of the generated sentences. To evaluate the sentences in subjective criterion, the sentences generated are divided into three levels: "related to image", "unrelated to image", and "totally depict image". "related to image" means the sentences can capture the main topics of the image, and maybe have some errors; "unrelated to image" means the sentences have no relation with the main topics of the image; "totally depict image" means the sentences can depict main topics of the image correctly. The results of models trained on different datasets evaluating on test images of different datasets are shown in Tables XI-XIII. that 40% sentences generated by model trained on RSICD are unrelated to test images of Sydney-captions dataset. So the generalization capability of model trained on RSICD are better than the models trained on other datasets, while almost half of generated sentences are unrelated to the images. The remote sensing image caption generation task needs to be studied in the future work.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we give the instructions to describe remote sensing images comprehensively, and construct a remote sensing image captioning dataset (RSICD). Furthermore, to make the dataset more comprehensive and balanced, we evaluate different caption methods based on handcrafted representations and convolutional features on different datasets. Through extensive experiments, we give benchmarks on our dataset using the BLEU, METEOR, ROUGE L and CIDEr metric. The experimental results show that the image caption methods for natural image can be transferred to remote sensing image to obtain only acceptable descriptions. But considering the characteristics of remote sensing images, more works need to be done on remote sensing image caption generation.
In future work, RSICD will be more comprehensive than present version because some of the sentences are obtained by duplicating the existing sentences. And we plan to apply some new techniques in image processing field and natural language processing field to remote sensing image caption generation task.
